Brilliant performance at an incredible value.

Nautilus LED surgical lights offer brilliant illumination and performance with a maximum intensity of 160,000 lux. These lights bring stunning clarity to any procedure and are equipped to handle the demands of any operating room.

VERTICALLY SEGMENTED REFLECTOR DESIGN
With vertically segmented reflectors, each light beam is split into overlapping rays that are reflected down toward the surgical field. The result is a crisp, homogenous spot with reduced shadows. Due to the upward-facing LEDs, the light is also protected from potential heat damage.

LIGHTWEIGHT MANEUVERABILITY
- Constructed of durable, lightweight polymer
- Positioning is simple and secure
- 360° rotation on all axes
- 20° upward and 90° downward travel
- Ideal for urology, hip and OB-GYN procedures.

Independently suspended LEDs are positioned below dedicated VSRD reflectors.
FLEXIBLE CONFIGURATIONS
Customizable with one, two or three lighthheads and optional flat-screen display, the Nautilus LED delivers high versatility and value. Compatible with Skytron Ergon booms and available on a portable stand, the Nautilus LED can be customized to accommodate minor procedures or complex surgeries.

High Performance and Value

DIFFERENTIATING FEATURES
- Vertically segmented reflector design for shadow reduction
- Upward-facing LEDs are suspended in cradles that keep the LEDs performing at peak capacity
- 25” diameter lighthead
- Maximum intensity up to 160,000 lux
- Lightweight polymer housing for exceptional durability
- Extended arms available
- 4278K color temperature
- Continuously variable intensity
About Skytron

Skytron is a privately held company specializing in capital equipment that drives efficiency in today’s healthcare facilities. Our surgical tables, surgical & exam lighting, booms, video integration systems and other products help hospitals around the world work better. To learn more, visit our website at www.skytron.us.

The literature has been developed to provide healthcare professionals with general product information. Please note: not all products are available in all countries. Product labeling and associated claims may differ based on regulatory requirements. For product availability or any further information, please contact your local Skytron representative.